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Dr. Kris Singh is the Founder, President and CEO of Holtec In-
ternational, an engineering firm known for developing the field 
of dry nuclear waste storage; some 80% of US nuclear plants use 
Holtec equipment. Holtec is considered the pre-eminent developer 
in the field of nuclear power, waste storage and heat transfer. In 
addition, Holtec is a major employer of Penn graduates, and made 
news for its recent investment in a large manufacturing site in 
Camden, New Jersey.
Dr. Kris Singh got his PhD in Mechanical Engineering at the 
University of Pennsylvania in 1972. He is a member of the Penn 
Engineering Board of Overseers and donated $20 million for the 
construction of the Singh Center for Nanotechnology. Dr. Singh 
has authored over sixty technical papers and numerous patents 
for Holtec International.
I was honored to sit down with Dr. Singh to hear his wisdom and 
views on the nuclear industry in April and interview him for the 
Penn Sustainability Review.
The full length interview is available at PSRMagazine.org, below 
are excerpts of the conversation.
Public Opinion of Fracking and 
Nuclear Power:
Why are public opinion and media resistant to the scientific 
perception of the issues with fracking or nuclear power? One of 
the most pertinent issues with fracking is road degradation, not 
earthquakes (see page 10 of this issue for more), and the fear of 
nuclear meltdowns tends to overshadow any discussion of the 
benefits.
Why does the media get this so wrong? 
How does this shape public opinion?
People who write serious opinion pieces don’t really get read 
much. And the media of course lives off of scandalous headlines 
and that’s how, unfortunately that’s how the media works. 
How much does that shape public opinion? I am not quite so sure 
that scaremongers in the US are necessarily that effective. Frack-
ing is going on and naturally that has changed the world geopol-
itics.
What do you mean by geopolitics?
Energy is now plentiful; American capitalism and ability to inno-
vate, to allow human imagination to find maximum attainment, 
is at work. You see energy has become unbelievably cheap.1 When 
I came to America in 1968, I was buying gasoline at 25.9 cents a gal-
lon, because it was so cheap and so plentiful. There was no OPEC, 
there were no cartels. Today? If you consider inf lation adjusted 
dollars, gasoline its almost that cheap. So there is no question, 
overall the economy works. (Ed: OPEC was actually established in 
1960; adjusted for inf lation, 1968 gas prices would be $1.75 in 2015)
Now nuclear is a particularly unfortunate case. And the reason 
is the world learned about nuclear through the atomic bomb and 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, not through peaceful energy. Atom-
ic bombs defined nuclear: Headlines around the world said that 
chain reactions can destroy whole cities. The impression that 
peaceful energy can be harnessed is more difficult to create. Just 
more difficult as a public relations effort. 
1 Global electricity and gasoline prices have plummeted throughout the last year, par-
tially due to the massive supply of natural gas produced from hydraulic fracturing.
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Nuclear energy has gone through a maturation process over the 
last 60 years. 
There have been accidents but nothing as huge [as bomb explo-
sions] - take Three Mile Island (TMI)2, nobody died. The day that 
TMI occurred, April 3rd, 1979, there was a train car derailment. 
Some 20 rail cars carrying hazardous materials toppled over; 
there were fatalities and a fire. This was a five second news clip 
on CBS news, while TMI took up 20 minutes. The same year, 1979, 
there were a number of other chemical accidents around the 
world. About 10 square miles of Sicily were made uninhabitable 
because of a chemical accident, but those things people take for 
granted, they don’t react to them. TMI became a rallying cry to 
close nuclear. Later you had Chernobyl.
Why has that attitude not changed? 
Because people don’t understand nuclear power. The expectation 
is that there should be no accidents. And unfortunately, and I 
blame the industry too; we keep promising that there will be no 
accidents. Because if you say there is the vague possibility of an 
accident, the Department of Energy won’t let you build it. So my 
view is, that like any industry, there is a certain time for an indus-
try to mature. During maturation, accidents occur. 
Did you know that when power plants were being built in the ear-
ly 20 century, there were boiler accidents just about every day in 
America? Hundreds of people died every year from boiler explo-
sions. By 1920 the industry matured, and they figured out a way to 
make them safe. It took sixty years for the boiler industry to make 
it absolutely safe. Today there is no risk; you never hear about any 
home boiler explosions. 
So it takes time, and nuclear is about 60 years old. I think the new 
generation of reactors we are designing will be safe. If you can 
demonstrate that a reactor cannot, under any condition become a 
nuclear bomb, or have an uncontrolled reaction, then I think that 
that perception will change. But we have to deliver the goods - the 
industry needs to deliver the technology. 
What will it take to get the public not to 
fear nuclear energy?
People focus on accidents, they don’t look at the big picture. In a 
nuclear power plant you get more radiation from the sun than you 
from the plant itself. But that is too mundane for people to focus 
on. They focus on accidents.
The industry has not been as focused on safety as it should have 
been. I will give you something you will not hear from people in 
the industry. The accident at Fukushima happened because a tsu-
nami was higher, larger, stronger than the seawall they had built. 
Water came over the seawall. That area of Japan has a tsunami of 
that magnitude every 300-500 years according to geologists. On 
January 26, 1700, the previous tsunami which struck Fukushima 
was so strong that furniture from Japanese homes and ended up 
on the Oregon coast. The Japanese recorded it in their books. Jap-
anese and the American contractors did not account for this and 
advised TEPCO (plant owners) to build a shorter tsunami wall 
than was necessary.  Now that is just f lat out irresponsible. 
So industry has not been a paragon of responsibility either. When 
I speak to people in industry, I tell them we need to clean up our 
act too. We have a responsibility to society to ensure that what we 
build will be absolutely safe. 
Our company is working on a reactor that we will ensure will not 
have any of the risks that current reactors pose. That is what we 
have set out to do - and what I think we will do. 
Small Modular Reactors
Many people are excited about a new direction for the nuclear 
industry, Small Modular Reactors. These reactors are smaller, 
cheaper and more compact than those currently built. Compa-
nies across the globe are developing a variety of designs; Holtec 
International is developing their own version, a Pressurized Wa-
ter Reactor named the Hi-SMUR 160 MWe (Holtec Inherently Safe 
Modular Underground Reactor). 
Can you talk about the critical innova-
tions in reactor design: no electricity and 
isolated modular units?
The defining characteristic is that the heat dissipation from the 
reactor, whether it is waste heat or live heat (in the case of an acci-
dent), is cooled passively. Therefore, you don’t rely on electricity to 
protect and power the reactor.
2 Three Mile Island was the first major civilian nuclear disaster in the US, where a 
combination of a faulty valve and operator mistakes lead to a partial meltdown of the 
reactor core. The incident did not have fatalities or widespread health risks, but was a 
catalyst for much more substantial regulation of the nuclear industry.
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You can put as many SMRs at one location as you like. Each one 
is autonomous, we are not even going to have common control 
rooms we are designing them to be completely autonomous.
That is our effort to make a transformative change to the indus-
try.
Why are you building these reactors 
without DOE support?
DOE funded their friends, they didn’t fund us. So we are funding 
ourselves. The DOE funded two companies, and one is already bel-
ly up.3 That’s how our government works. That’s why the Soviet 
Union collapsed. The DOE is an exception to capitalism. It’s riven 
by bureaucracy; it is definitely not merit-driven.  Our program is 
global; we are going to develop it and offer it to the world, includ-
ing the US. 
How are Small Nuclear Reactors going 
to change energy production in devel-
oping economies? 
I think for them its the right technology. It is the right technology 
for countries that dont have a robust transmission system. Dis-
tributing power plants means you don’t need huge and complicat-
ed transmission lines. Take countries that didn’t have telephones 
and then cell phones came along. It makes their life a lot easier 
- you go to places in Africa and people there have never seen a land 
line. They went directly to cell phones. Its the same thing with 
nuclear power. There are countries that don’t have large coal, nat-
ural gas or nuclear generation stations yet, they will go directly to 
this technology. 
Are SMRs only designed for domestic 
use in developing economies? Could an 
aluminum plant have their own nuclear 
plant and be off the grid? 
No, it can be a cogeneration system, a plant that supplies power for 
an industrial need, and then extra electricity gets sold to the grid. 
That will happen actually, much more commonly than we think 
right now. Take desalination - California doesn’t have enough wa-
ter, just look in the newspapers. They can use a SMR to power a 
desalination plant, and make potable water from seawater all day 
long. It will have use - distributed power is a great thing. After 
all, this planet itself runs on distributed power. All over the earth, 
plants get their energy directly from the sun, not some central-
ized source.
Some believe that the Uranium alterna-
tive, Thorium, could be used in Pressur-
ized Water reactors?
My nuclear physicists say yes, it is possible to use thorium in a 
PWR, but we will need to radically redesign our reactors. There 
are lots of thorium designs out there, and we have not focused on 
them. 
Our challenge is to make a better conventional PWR, mostly com-
pleting the development begun sixty years ago and leverage all 
the collective years of experience with them. There is an awful 
lot of practical operating experience to build on in order to make 
a much much better, an absolutely, unquestionably safe reactor. 
Other people are engaged in developing novel types of reactors, 
but they will have a great deal of learning to go through. We, how-
ever, are on the threshold of deployment. We will submit our ap-
plication [to the DOE] in less than two years.
Waste:
What is your opinion on the current 
model in America for nuclear waste: 
high density water storage for a year and 
then decades in these giant Dry Cask 
Storage Cylinders. 
Dry Cask is still our bread and butter. If you have a cask in Phila-
delphia, it would last 300 years before environmental degradation 
may force you to repackage the fuel. If you are near the a sea, it 
has a shorter life, maybe 50 or 100 years. Americans consider it a 
waste, we call it High Level Waste. 
My view of Dry Storage is that it is saving nuclear fuel for future 
use - I am not for disposal, disposal is a bad idea. Look at history: 
In 1850 petroleum was found in Iraq and also was called a waste. 
It was sludge, it was awful, it smelled bad. All you could do is wa-
terproof your wood with it. But later petroleum became valuable 
once the internal combustion engine came about. The value of 
an asset will change dramatically once the technology becomes 
available to exploit it. Currently we are burning only about 4% of 
the uranium in modern fission reactors. So if we were to find a 
way to use the fuel more efficiently, we can exploit the energy still 
left in the used fuel - what we now call waste. To put it in perma-
nent disposal is giving up on the possibility of technology. 
It will show our ignorance - I think of the Spanish conquistadors 
who came to South America looking for silver. Did you know, 
when they were mining silver, they were also mining platinum 
and they didn’t know it. They extracted the silver and threw away 
the platinum. Do we want to be that way in the 21st century? 
That would have changed a lot - imag-
ine the Spanish Armada with platinum… 
3 Babcock and Wilcox announced in April 2014 that they were scaling back investment 
in the mPower SMR design, having failed to find additional investors
Nanotechnology Building
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Have we been able to recover the plati-
num today the old waste stores?
No, it became minute waste, so what they threw away no. There 
is so much gold and so on in the sand and the soil in such small 
quantities that its not worthwhile extracting it. It’s an odd fact 
that the Spanish did not understand what platinum was, and thus 
didn’t mine it. So I tell people what you call nuclear waste might 
not be waste later. 
Penn/Journey:
Can you tell me something about your 
journey to Penn - how did you get to 
Penn?
I was offered a special fellowship from the University of Penn-
sylvania, which I accepted when I was still a junior in a college 
in India. First, I wanted to be a physicist but my mother, who was 
not that well educated, intuitively understood that Physics was 
not the best way to make a living and talked me out of it. I noticed 
that I like mechanical things, making things. Mechanical Engi-
neering seemed the logical thing to study if I wasn’t going to study 
Physics. 
At the time Penn was an extremely theoretical graduate school. 
People worked on esoteric problems, but you were surrounded 
with a large number of very very smart people. America in the 
1960s was in a race. We had this Sputnik Challenge, where a lot 
of money was going into science and technology. Penn was one of 
the places where you learned to be a scientist; you learned to work 
in a narrow field to do research. I didn’t find that appealing, and 
after getting my PhD, went to teach, but I didn’t like that either - I 
wanted to make things. Thus I went to work at a small company, 
a nondescript company, which was manufacturing little things. 
They actually grew rapidly because I was developing new things 
for them. I was still a student, right out of graduate school. A few 
years later, I decided to found my own company. That’s what I do 
now - I develop things, and I have a lot of people who take those 
ideas and make them into products. 
Was Holtec immediately focused on dry 
storage of nuclear waste? 
We went first into wet storage, for 15 years or so, and simultane-
ously grew dry storage. Now, as we do dry storage, we are devel-
oping reactor technology. We always had a conventional business, 
where we design heat exchangers, condensers, and feed water 
heaters that are a semi commodity - they are customized but they 
are not new, no new patents in that area. 
Our nuclear business is all driven by patents. We develop new 
concepts and get them patented. This morning, I got up and wrote 
some of my ideas in a patent claim. If you file the patent, it gets 
manufactured and actually gets put to use. This has a three or 
four year life cycle, but it happens. I could not do that teaching at a 
university or doing laboratory research. There are people who are 
good for that, but it’s not me. I am too impatient, I have to make 
something. 
What was it like stepping into this build-
ing (the Singh Center for Nanotechnolo-
gy) for the first time?
Unbelievable. First I came while it was being built. The first time I 
came here, I was concerned about the architecture. I saw the can-
tilever, and you know, my mental makeup is to have everything 
built with redundancy. A cantilever has no redundancy: if you 
overstress it, you fall down. So I was a little concerned. But then 
I saw the design details and saw it had plenty of margins, so you 
are OK. 
It really is a fascinating building. They have done a fantastic job 
organizing it. That’s the way college campus buildings should be. 
Uplifting, a lot of sunlight. Especially in our climate in Philadel-
phia, to bring in light is fantastic. I am so happy with what they 
have done here.  I can tell you honestly, I had nothing to do here 
besides giving some money. The intellectual effort that went into 
the design is impressive. 
